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Constantinople to Calais, or leap from the Archi pelago to the other extremity of the Mediterra nean, from thence cross
the English or Irish channel, as caprice may dictate, with a rapidity infinitely surpassing any travelling yet performed by
steam boats, steam carriages, or even balloons and above.

Aegean dispute Since the s further issues arose between the two countries over sovereignty rights in the
Aegean Sea. The Balkan Wars of had given Greece all the Aegean islands except Imbros and Tenedos , some
of them only a few kilometres barely more than three nautical miles off the Turkish coast. Since the end of
World War II Turkish officials insisted that this led to questions regarding the delimitation of territorial
waters, air space and other related zones of control. The conflict was motivated both by considerations of
military tactical advantages and by questions of economic exploitation of the Aegean. The latter issue became
particularly significant as after there were expectations of finding oil in the Aegean. This was highlighted
during the crisis in , when a Turkish ship was about to enter disputed waters to conduct an oil survey. The
Greek Prime Minister of the time, Andreas Papandreou , ordered the ship to be sunk if found within disputed
waters claimed by Greece. Issues unresolved to this day concern the mutual delimitation of several zones of
control: The width of the territorial waters. Greece claims a right to unilateral expansion to 12 nautical miles,
based on the International Law of the Sea. Turkey, which already has expanded its own territorial waters to 12
miles on its other coasts, denies the applicability of the miles rule in the Aegean and has threatened Greece
with war in the case it should try to apply it unilaterally. The width of the national airspace. Greece currently
claims 10 miles, while Turkey only acknowledges 6 miles. The future delimitation of the continental shelf
zone in the international parts of the Aegean, which would give the states exclusive rights to economic
exploitation. The right of Greece to exercise flight control over Turkish military flight activities within the
international parts of the Aegean, based on conflicting interpretations of the rules about Flight Information
Regions FIR set by the ICAO. Turkish aircraft regularly fly in the zones over which Greece claims control i.
Aircraft from both countries frequently engage in mock dog-fights. These operations often cause casualties
and losses for both the Greek and Turkish Air Forces. The aircraft engaged in a dogfight, during which one of
the Turkish pilots fired a Falcon missile against one of the F-5s piloted by Thomas Skampardonis.
Skampardonis managed to evade the missile and then the other Greek pilot Ioannis Dinopoulos, who up to that
point was undetected by the Turks, fired two AIM-9B missiles. The first AIM-9 missed its target but the
second shot down one of the Fs. The pilot of the remaining F became disoriented and fled westwards. When
he realized his mistake, he turned east towards the Turkish coast but run out of fuel. This forced him to ditch
his aircraft, suffering fatal injuries. Greek pilot Nikolaos Sialmas was killed in the crash. The Turkish pilot
Mustafa Yildirim bailed out and was rescued by a Greek helicopter. After brief hospitalization in Rhodes , the
pilot was handed over to the Turkish side. During the dogfight that followed, one of the Turkish aircraft went
into a steep dive and crashed onto the sea, killing its pilot Altug Karaburun. He was returned to Turkey after
receiving first aid treatment in Lesbos. He was rescued by a Greek helicopter and handed over to the Turkish
side. Greece officially offered to assist Turkey in its efforts to locate and salvage the Turkish fighter jet.
Turkey also refused to accept the flight plan submitted by the Greeks, mentioned that the plane will not be
allowed to enter Turkish airspace. Greeks created a new flight plan, the plane flew over Egypt , Cyprus ,
Jordan and Saudi Arabia so as to reach Iran, according to the new plan. The incident took place in Greek
territorial waters east of Imia. Giorgos Baltadoros, 33, as he returned from a mission to intercept Turkish
aircraft that had violated Greek air space. The Hellenic Air Force lost contact with the Mirage jet at The
Turkish jets, contacted the pilot of the Greek helicopter and asked for flight details. Turkish and Greek soldiers
have exchanged fire in the past, as Greeks have tried to stop Iranian refugees from entering the country
illegally from Turkey, but this incident was the first in which there have been casualties. During this period,
Greek soldiers along the border with Turkey were on alert after receiving reports that Turkey planned to help
thousands of refugees slip into Greece illegally. In , the Sismik incident nearly started a war between Greece
and Turkey. Greekâ€”Turkish earthquake diplomacy Relations between Greece and neighbouring Turkey
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improved after successive earthquakes hit both countries in the summer of The so-called "earthquake
diplomacy" generated an outpouring of sympathy and generous assistance provided by ordinary Greeks and
Turks in both cases. These acts were encouraged from the top and took many foreigners by surprise, preparing
the public for a breakthrough in bilateral relations, which had been marred by decades of hostility over
anti-Greek pogroms , territorial disputes and the situation in the divided island of Cyprus. Yet, despite the
confidence Greece and Cyprus have shown, voting YES for Turkey in order to begin its entry negotiations
with the European Union in October , many key issues remain unresolved. Furthermore, Turkey still denies
access to Cypriot vessels to its territory, an obligation towards the EU with a deadline. The Turkish
government counters that this restriction regarding Cypriot vessels was taken after the trade embargo decision
against the portion of Cyprus illegally occupied by Turkey. The issue remains deadlocked, despite UN and EU
attempts to mediate. Other unfulfilled obligations include Christian minority rights, acknowledgement of the
Orthodox Church of Constantinople and the role of the Ecumenical Patriarch. A sign of improved relations
was visible in the response to a mid-air collision by Greek and Turkish fighter jets in the southern Aegean in
May While the Turkish pilot ejected safely, the Greek pilot lost his life. However, both countries agreed that
the event should not affect their bilateral relations [38] and made a strong effort to maintain them by agreeing
to a set of confidence-building measures in the aftermath of the accident. Forest arsons[ edit ] In December ,
the Turkish newspaper Birgun reported on an interview with former Turkish prime minister Mesut Yilmaz
saying that Turkey was behind a number of large forest fires in Greece in the s. Yilmaz later denied the
statements, saying he had been misquoted by the newspaper and that he had been actually referring to
unsubstantiated reports of Greek involvement in Turkish forest fires. Also, former head of Greek intelligence
service said they had intelligence that Turkish agencies were involved in the arsons in the s but had no proof.
He said they had received information from their agents in Turkey that Turkish agents or others were involved
in the forest fires on Greek islands. He had applied for political asylum in Greece. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. June Learn
how and when to remove this template message Turkey is a transit point for illegal immigrants trying to reach
Europe as well as being a destination itself; see Immigration to Turkey for details. As a result of bilateral
negotiations, a readmission agreement was signed between Turkey and Greece in November and went into
effect in April For third-country nationals, this protocol gives the parties 14 days to inform each other of the
number of persons to be returned after the date of illegal entry. For nationals of the two countries the
authorities can make use of simplified procedures. But the strict application of the agreement is reported to
have retrograded as of Incidents concerning illegal immigration are frequent on the border of the two
countries. Turkey, which is a transit point for illegal immigrants trying to reach Europe, has been accused of
not being able to secure its borders with Greece. Since 40 illegal immigrants have been killed by mines, after
entering Greek territory in Evros. At worst, it accompanies them into Greek territorial waters". At Athens
officials voiced worries because Turkish monitors overseeing the deal in Greece had been abruptly pulled out
after the failed coup without being replaced. In June , a Greek court ordered the extradition of this person to
Turkey. On June 23 Turkey condemned the Greek statement. Turkish courts have ordered their detention on
suspicion of illegal entry and attempted military espionage. In April , Greece said that Turkey appeared to be
seeking some political leverage by continuing to hold the soldiers without trial for more than a month. The
Greek side has described this as "blackmail", with the Defence Ministry describing the soldiers as "hostages".
Because Greece implemented - I emphasize this - implemented international law, it was granted. He stated that
he accidentally crossed the border while carrying out construction work. In 5 May , he returned to Turkey. The
soldiers released and returned to Turkey the same day, after the Turkish side held talks with the Greek
authorities. An attempt at rapprochement, dubbed the Davos process , was made in His son, foreign minister
George Papandreou , made considerable progress in improving relations. Turkey continues to systematically
disregard Greek national sovereign territory by violating air and sea borders.
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A Residence in Greece and Turkey, Vol. 2 of 2: With Notes of the Journey Through Bulgaria, Servia, Hungary, and the
Balkan (Classic Reprint) [Francis HervÃ©] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Your email address Submit Residence permit in Greece is all the advantages of living in a resort country, as
well as benefits for citizens of the EU zone. What gives a residence permit in Greece to a foreigner in ? The
possibility of entering the country without hindrance for years, as well as obtaining a residence permit for the
spouse, minor children and parents. The possibility of visa-free travel in the EU countries, as well as the
possibility of obtaining visas in the EU under the simplified procedure. Possibility of free education at all
levels in the best educational institutions of Greece and European countries. European level of medicine for
non-residents and members of his family. Possibility of preferential registration of movable property yachts,
vessels, boats, cars, cargo transport. Protection by the state in case of political repression in the homeland of a
non-resident. Possibility of doing business both in the country of residence permit and within the Eurozone.
Besides, according to the change in the program of attraction of investments in the country, from foreigners,
investing in real estate, receive the residence permit for the parents previously only spouses and children under
18 years old. List of required documentation: Economic independent citizens of the third country Foreigners,
who claim to live in the Republic without the right to work, i. A visa of category "D" is required to obtain a
permit. Additional documents for registration of multivisa: After entering the country through a multivisa, a
non-resident must submit a full package of standard documents to the service for the migration of Greece to
each member of the family. If a permit is issued for this basis, a non-resident, as well as all its family
members, can obtain a residence permit only for a period of 2 years, with the subsequent extension in case of
compliance with similar conditions for another 3 years. How to obtain a residence permit in Greece through
participation in business in the territory of jurisdiction All executives of the Greek company, as well as
investors and founders can claim to receive a residence permit in the Hellenic Republic. First, it is required to
get a visa "D" for a business visit to the country. Upon arrival in the jurisdiction, a non-resident is required to
submit a package of documents other than the main: Investments should be carried out in the national sphere:
For registration of residence permit on this basis, it is required to submit the full package of documents to the
consulate of Greece at the place of registration of non-resident. Together with the basic package of documents,
it is required to provide proof of FDI certificates of shares of Greek companies, patents and development, etc.
In case of a positive decision, a non-resident and his family members receive a residence permit for a period of
3 years with the possibility of further extension for another 3 years, subject to all requirements of the Greek
migration service. After residing in the country on permission of type of residence permit not less than 5 years,
the non-resident and all members of his family can make a permanent residence, and after 5 years-citizenship.
In case of rejection of the application for residence permit in the Republic, the following consideration of the
petition takes place only after 1 year. That is why it is better to apply to specialists in migration policy when
designing the whole documentation package. Legal and financial experts of GBS Agency will competently
consider the issue of registration of residence permit for you and your family. Our specialists will
professionally issue a statement and a package of required documentation for the Greek Embassy in the
shortest period. Ask for advice right now!
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Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get a residence in greece and turkey book now.

In recent years, there were changes in the immigration programs in some European countries, offering a
residence permit in exchange for investments the so-called "golden visa" or "golden residence permit" ,
including the significant ones made in Montenegro and Latvia. If judging by the results of researches and
searching data of the Russian Internet on buying real estate in Europe, we may clearly say that the interest in
purchasing European housing as well as in obtaining a residence permit is not decreasing. This is especially
true in countries where exist the laws of the so-called "golden residence permit" â€” a residence permit
obtained with real estate acquisition. Turkey â€” any amount Istanbul Immigration law in Turkey is favorable
to foreign investors. Turkey is a visa free country and any real estate buyer may ask for a residence permit.
There is no minimum property threshold value to obtain a residence permit. However, having the residence
permit status in Turkey, it is impossible travel visa free around the Europe as this country is not the EU
member. However, Turkish resorts are attractive both in terms of vacation and investment. What property may
be purchased in Turkey? Small villa in Alanya with area of sq. In both cases, a residence permit in Turkey is
granted. Having the "permanent resident" status you may, first, freely enter the territory and live in Malta and
secondly, obtain visas of those countries, which embassies are located on the territory of the country, or
namely of Australia, Germany, Great Britain, India, Egypt, China, Spain, USA, Italy, Russia and France. What
to buy for that money? Two-bedroom apartment with a dining room, living room and bedroom. Or
semi-detached house in Santa Venera with two bedrooms, living room and dining room and a large flowering
garden. This document does not give the permit to work in Greece and allows the investor and his family to
travel around the Schengen area not more than 3 months in a row. According to the ee In the western part of
Greece, for example, in Corinth, you can purchase a two-storeyed house of "squares" with 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, a spacious living room with fireplace and a terrace with stunning views of the mountains and
forest. Housing has 7 rooms with 6 of them being bedrooms, a living room and two bathrooms, as well as a
swimming pool and a sauna. Or that money may be spent in the heart of Riga opposite the Dailes Theatre for
4-room apartment sq. The length of investment run is five years. After this period, the investor will be
refunded in full and without interests. Also, after the real estate acquisition in Hungary, the obtained D
category visa becomes a start to get 1 year residence permit. What property may be purchased in Hungary?
For an active lifestyle, you can choose Budapest. To stay "on the waters" go to Heviz or Balaton Lake. Show
that you are wealthy and able to pay and, most likely, you will get a residence permit in Hungary. Today in
Bulgaria are more than , Russian property owners. In Byala Varna region such money is enough to purchase
3-storeyed house with total area of sq. You can also buy a spacious apartment on the isthmus of the Pomorie
peninsula, sq. In this case, the amount also gives you a chance to pretend for permanent residence permit. To
obtain a residence permit it is necessary not only to show the real estate purchase agreement in the migration
service, but also to confirm the income â€” it is an important requirement for the authorities of Cyprus.
Residence permit in Cyprus, according to the "golden visa" rules, is issued for a 5 year period. Then you can
get a permanent residence in Cyprus and after another 2 years â€” the coveted EU passport. You can easily
buy a villa in Paphos: The villa has a swimming pool and an orchard. Or place interest-free deposit for the
same amount in the local financial institution. Residence permit in Andorra gives the right to freely move to
Spain and France and open account in offshore banks. In Sispony may be purchased a detached house with a
plot, correspondingly, of and sq. It is noteworthy that mortgages or loans from Spanish banks could not be
involved. All those, who desire to become the owners of the Spanish "golden visa", should carefully read the
law, because the following nuances may be discovered: Moreover, in order not to lose residence permit, you
need to live in Spain for at least six months per year and pay taxes to the Spanish Treasury. Fantastic villa of
"squares" plus the land plot of sq. Also half a million euros is enough to become the owner of the villa square
meters, 3 rooms with a panoramic Mediterranean Sea view. Moreover the housing cannot be sold in 5 year
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period. The frontrunners in obtaining residence permit in Portugal are the Chinese more than "gold investors" ,
the Russians 41 and Brazilians Also the top ten holders of a residence permit in Portugal with the purchase of
expensive housing includes residents from South Africa, Angola, Lebanon, Pakistan, India, Turkey and
Ukraine. Usually foreigners acquire housing in Lisbon, Porto and the Algarve. In Lagos, half a million euros
worth chic architecture house with a unique location overlooking the ocean. There are three bedrooms, living
room, dining room, and a pool. Today all amount is to be invested in the UK economy, for example in state
securities or funds, list of which is defined by the government. Real estate purchasing is not included into the
investment program anymore. Additionally, it is required to create or preserve at least 50 jobs. In Burgundy,
you can buy a farm with a living area of sq. Austrian passport can be obtained on the basis of economic
investment, invested in a joint venture or through direct investment in the Austrian business that will create
jobs positions. Obtaining Austrian citizenship, one has to abandon the current one. Exceptions are made only
for high-value investors, refugees and those who got dual citizenship by birth. Most likely, the amendments
will enter into force in the beginning of , or since it is published in the Service list Montenegro. According to
the new law, a residence permit will be made in form of personal identification card with biometric data. Last
year, the Russians were the main buyers of real estate on the coast of Montenegro.
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Get this from a library! A residence in Greece and Turkey: with notes of the journey through Bulgaria, Servia, Hungary,
and the Balkan. [Francis HervÃ©].

October 11, at Anyone with citizenship from the 28 EU member states except Croatia , Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Norway or Switzerland has the right to live and work in Greece. It is not a work permit. Please take the time to
read this article, as it is unavailable anywhere else and constantly updated since October Warning Outdated
versions of this article appear on websites run by the U. They refuse to abide by copyright law and remove the
infringing material or give credit, though many passages were copied verbatim, including first-hand details
from my readers and my life. Be careful who you trust. Americans, Canadians and Australians do not enjoy
special treatment. This would then be presented to the local office of your municipality in Greece upon arrival
to secure a residence permit based on independent means. The following will prepare you for collecting the
correct documents and what you can expect during the process. It is not as simple as getting a visa and
showing it to someone in Greece to get a permit. Laws were passed in April and published in May , with the
first permit issued late July and 20 total as of September to foreigners from India, Russia, Ukraine, Canada
and the United States. It has been criticized as hypocritical and racist, welcoming the rich through a back door
while excluding everyone else. Also be aware that this option still does NOT entitle you to obtain Greek
citizenship. The visa and residence permit described in this article is based on that very premise. Passport with
at least three 3 blank pages â€” Many countries offer an option to add pages for a fee if your passport is valid
2. Two 2 recent color passport photos 3. Original policy statements or a letter on company letterhead from
your medical insurer verifying current and continuous coverage with repatriation and validity for Greece 4.
Official, printed criminal record â€” U. All candidates will be asked to appear in person. Your documents will
be reviewed, fees will be collected, and you and your family, if applicable will be interviewed. Your passports
will then be returned with visas applied, which you can pick up in person or have priority mailed to you for a
fee. Applying for the residence permit in Greece You technically have up until the expiration of your visa to
apply for this residence permit, but it is recommended you apply within 30 days of arrival in Greece. There is
no nationwide standard â€” some take appointments, some operate on a first-come, first-serve basis on specific
days. To find a location nearest you, look in a map book available for sale at any kiosk periptero or use the
List of Greek Police Stations from the Greek Passport Center website, which provides the address, map, phone
number and hours of operation for each location: You must submit many of the same documents again. If not
in Latin letters, it must be translated to Greek. Application, given to you at the municipality â€” Original must
be filled out in Greek, then photocopied once without a signature; both are signed when the municipality
employee instructs as such. Proof of current and continuous medical insurance â€” Insurance can be from back
home Tricare, private insurance , which can remain in force or eventually be cut in favor of local private
insurance options â€” Medicare and Medi-Cal are not acceptable for U. Clean criminal record Optional â€”
Most municipalities present you with an application, which essentially requests your type A criminal record.
You will need two 2 passport photos and your passport. Lawyers can translate e-statements from banks,
Internet copies and non-originals within reason. Non-Greek documents may also be translated before arriving
in Greece by approved persons, but the cost is almost always higher. If you are a family, you must apply at the
same time, though not all members need to be present and children under 14 do not need special visas.
However, this is a personal choice. After your papers are verified and accepted, you will be issued a bebaiosi
certificate of receipt; blue paper with photo. It is not a permit. It acknowledges papers have been received and
you have temporary permission to stay past the validity of your visa, while higher authorities examine your
documents. You must carry this bebaiosi with your passport for public and private transactions, as well as
legal purposes should a policeman or other authority ask you to present it. Keep a photocopy in a safe place in
case the original is lost. The bebaiosi does not necessarily grant you the right to travel outside of Greece. You
must remain within the borders until an official permit sticker has been issued and placed in your passport or
until you are in possession of an official residence card. If your application is successful, a permit will be
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issued in the form of a sticker placed in your passport or you will be given a card. The official permit is good
for one year. Renewal of the Greek permit Must be renewed at least 60 days in advance of the expiration date,
and most of the same documents listed above will be necessary. Traveling with only a bebaiosi blue certificate
with photo is still only allowed to your homeland during pre-approved Easter, summer, Christmas or open
periods announced by the Ministry of Citizen Protection. LivinginGreece is a Twitter feed curated from
recognized Greek and international news agencies to provide breaking news about Greece, plus real-time
updates and insider tips mined from 15 years experience. Please note my copyright policy and be aware that
violations will be pursued.
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A residence in Greece and Turkey; with notes of the journey through Bulgaria, Servia, Hungary, and the Balkan. By
Francis HervÃ©. v

Turkish citizenship will be given directly to foreigners who buy at least How does the citizenship application
process work in Turkey? When you buy properties valued above Appraisers check and verify the value of the
properties if they are more than You are invited for final signatures to get ID cards and Turkish passport.
Shall my family get Turkish Citizenship? You, your wife or husband and all your children under the age of 18
on the application date may get citizenship. Should I buy one property above You might buy several
properties which have total value more than You need to apply at the same time for all. Tapu office accepts
citizenship applications if the declared values are above The ministry verifies if the value declared on Title
Deed correct and above All the property value should be paid by bank transfer to the Property Sellers. How
long does this process take? It takes time between 6 to 24 months. Government is eager to reduce time. Will
my citizenship automatically be granted when I fulfill the conditions? No, the citizenship approval is
contingent upon verification from archive records of national security units that the applicant poses no threat
to national security. May I buy commercial properties with rental income and get Turkish Citizenship by
investment? Yes, any property you buy is counted. Check here rental income properties. It seems complicated
to apply and get Turkish Citizenship. Will I have an assistant for this process? Expert team of Antalya Homes
will be with you to guide you all through the process. I do not have time to come to Turkey. How can I get
Turkish Citizenship? If you send Antalya Homes power of attorney, we may follow up for you all process
from the begin until the end. How many people may apply for on one Title Deed? Only one person and his
family from first degree can get citizenship. I bought property in Turkey previously. May I apply for
citizenship now? Title deed applications at Tapu Office after Do I have to renounce my current citizenship
when I become a Turkish citizen? No, Turkish laws allow dual or multiple citizenships. Whenever we know it,
we update it here. Which nationalities may apply for Turkish passport? All nationalities who are able to buy
property in Turkey, may apply for Turkish citizenship by investment. Do my mother and father obtain
citizenship in Turkey? What about my child above 18 years old? I have an invalid disabled child above 18
years old? What are the required documents for citizenship? Antalya Homes team helps you to supply all
needed documents after you purchase property with us. You say, citizenship process might take 6 months
time. Do I get Residence Permit on the application process? Is it possible to have dual nationality in Turkey?
Yes, Turkey allows dual nationality, but you should check with your consulate regarding your original
nationality because some countries like India, China, and Saudi Arabia do not recognize or have certain
restrictions in place regarding dual nationality. Is there any critical point that I should know? Ministry wants to
be sure that the value is minimum Sworn property valuation companies verifies that the price is correct in
order to prevent from price fraud. Therefore Antalya Homes advises you to buy property calculating this
evaluation. Citizenship Types in Turkey Citizenship by Investment: In , the Turkish government introduced a
new fast-track system to become a Turkish national. People who are eligible to apply include anyone who has
bought property worth Both transactions will need to stay in place for three years. People who have invested
at least Any property owner in Turkey who has lived in the country for a straight, uninterrupted period of five
years can also apply on the condition that they have stayed for at least days in Turkey in each calendar year.
Article 11 of Act lists the requirements for an uninterrupted residence permit. The easiest way is to be born in
a family with a Turkish mother and father. Alternatively, if a mother and father are successful in their
applications, this is extended to the children. Anyone who has lost their Turkish citizenship can also re-apply.
Many foreigners have obtained citizenship after 3 years of marriage to a Turkish national. Certain conditions
apply including living together, refraining from behavior that could damage the marital union, and posing no
threat to national security or public order. Introduced in , the Turquoise System allows people who have skills
or attributes in technology, economics, sports, cultural and arts, as well as business executives and investors to
apply for an alternative type of citizenship that grants almost full rights. Main Steps for Turkish Citizenship by
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Investment 1: Open a Bank Account: An account should be opened in a Turkish bank in the name of the
investor. Applicants are required to hold a valid residence permit at the time of citizenship application.
Nevertheless, permit holders can continue to live abroad as long as they wish. After obtaining your residence
permit, you can apply for Turkish citizenship immediately. A physical presence or interview is not required
during the application process.
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